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This option works only for players who purchased original release of the game in retail
store without any additional content. After I bought it I try to download it for free and

see that there are some bugs. Because of that I assume that the game is pirated
version. I checked the activation and it seems to be correct, so I decided to upload it on

my CODEX. As it happened, I received couple of lines informing that I must properly
reactivate my copy of game on PC before start playing it. These lines are visible here.

And the situation is the following. I reactivated my game on PC but when I try to
download it it turns to be quite interesting situation. After I reactivated my game on PC
it comes to player's account in which you have to download the game which is actually

the old version. And it's not possible to download this version. Then I reactivated my
game on PC a couple of times and tried to download it, but no results. And when I try to

download it again, there is an option to download this old version of game. And it's
interesting to hear that there is an option to choose between the new version and this
old version to download it. And my question here is that it's possible to download this
version of the game because it doesn't say that I must activate it on PC before I can

download it? I did not activate any game on PC and still it's possible to download it? How
It Works: 1. You will receive an email with the link to download the game. 2. Download

game on your PC 3. Wait untill all files are finished downloading 4. Install the game 5. All
Done 6. You will be able to play the game now without any limits and restrictions 7. You
will be able to play the game even after activating it on your PS4. It's recommended that
you download the game to your harddrive or cloud and install it on your PS4 after that.

Important: The game will not continue to update after you've reactivated it. After
downloading this game on your PC, make sure that you delete the game from your PS4.
The game is not compatible with CODEX PS4 versions. So you should not activate the

game before download on your PC. If you 6d1f23a050
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